An important goal of visualization technology is to support the exploration and analysis of very large amounts of data. In this papen we propose a new visualization technique called 'recursive pattern' which has been developedfor visualizing large amounts of multidimensional data. The technique is based on a generic recursive scheme which generalizes a wide range of pixel-oriented arrangements for displaying large data sets. By instantiating the technique with adequate data-and application-dependent parameters, the user may largely influence the structure of the resulting visualizations. Since the technique uses one pixel for presenting each data value, the amount of data which can be displayed is only limited by the resolution of current display technology and by the limitations of human perceptibility. Beside describing the basic idea of the 'recursive pattern' technique, we provide several examples of useful parameter settings for the various recursion levels. We further show that our 'recursive pattern' technique is particularly advantageous for the large class of data sets which have a natural order according to one dimension (e.g. time series data). We demonstrate the usefulness of our technique by using a stock market application.
Introduction
Having the right information at the right moment is crucial for making the right decisions. Decisions based on accurate and reliable information may lead to great success, while decisions based on incomplete or incorrect information may have serious consequences. In stock trading, for example, having the right information at the right moment improves the chances for a high profit, whereas having some wrong information may mean losing everything.
One of the problems decision makers face today is the rapidly increasing amount of information that needs to be considere,d in decision making. As computers come to affect more and more aspects of modern society, one by-product is the growing amount of information that is captured in a computer-readable form. The automation of activities in all areas, .including business, engineering, science, and government produces an ever-increasing stream of data. In making decisions, we are often simply overwhelmed by the quantity of information. As a consequence, every day millions of people make decisions without being able to analyze all the relevant information, which leads to decisions that are often wrong or at least suboptimal.
To increase the amount of information that is considered in making decisions, it is important to effectively use the power of the available computer hardware and software. However,, even with the most advanced systems, finding the right piece of information in a very large database remains a difficult and time-consuming process. The process cannot be fully automated since it involves human intelligence and creativity which are (still) unmatchable by computers. Humans will therefore continue to play an important role in searching and analyzing the data. In dealing with very large amounts of data, however, humans need to be adequately supported by the computer. One important way of supporting the human in analyzing and exploring large amounts of data is tal visualize the data. Visual representations of the data are e:specially useful for supporting a quick analysis of large amounts of multi-modal information, providing the possibility of focusing on minor effects while ignoring known re.gular features of the data.
Visualization of data which have some inherent two-or three-dimensional semantics has been done even before computers were used to create visualizations. In the wellknown books [ In most of the approaches proposed so far, the number of data items that can be visualized on the screen at the same time is still quite limited (in the range of 100 to 5,000 data values). In our work, we focus on visualization techniques that allow a visualization of much larger amounts of data. The basic idea of our techniques is to map each data value to a colored pixel and present the data values belonging to each of the dimensions in separate windows. Since in general our techniques only use one pixel per data value, the techniques allow us to visualize the largest amounts of data which are possible on current displays (up to about l,OOO,OOO data values). If each data value is represented by one pixel, the main question is how the pixels are arranged on the screen. Our previous work focuses on supporting the dam exploration and data analysis process by providing query-dependent visualizations of the data, presenting the most relevant dam items in the center of the display [KK 94, Kei 941. For a wide range of applications, however, different arrangements of the data seem to be more appropriate. Consider, e.g., the large class of data sets which have an a-priori ordering such as time series data. If the data is visualized in a query-independent way, there is no reason to present certain data items centered in the middle of the display. Instead, the natural ordering of the data may be used to arrange the data on the screen. In this paper, we propose a new visualization technique called 'recursive pattern' which supports a highly structured visualization of large data sets. The technique is based on a generic recursive scheme which allows user-defined parameter settings for the various recursion levels. The 'recursive pattern' visualization technique generalizes a wide range of pixel-oriented visualization techniques.
In the rest of this paper, we describe and evaluate our 'recursive pattern' visualization technique. Section 2 provides a detailed description of the technique including examples of useful parameter settings, which show the wide range of pixel-oriented visualizations that can be generated using our technique. We also describe how the system supports the user in determining adequate parameter settings for the various recursion levels. In section 3, we demonstrate the usefulness of the 'recursive pattern' visualization technique by using an application from the financial domain and compare our technique to standard techniques for visualizing financial data. Section 4 summarizes our approach and points out some of the open problems for future work.
The 'Recursive Pattern' Visualization Technique
As already mentioned, the basic idea of our visualization technique is to present as many data items as possible at the same time with the number of data items being only limited by the number of pixels of the display. In dealing with arbitrary multidimensional data without any 2D-or 3D-semantics, one major problem is to find meaningful arrangements of the pixels on the screen. Even if the data has a natural ordering according to one dimension (e.g., time series data), there are many possibilities for arranging the data. One straightforward possibility is to arrange the data items from left to right in a line-by-line fashion (c.f. Figure la) . Another possibility is to arrange the pixels top-down in a column-by-column fashion (c.f. Figure lb) . If these arrangements are done pixelwise, in general, the resulting visualizations do not provide useful results. One possibility to improve the visualizations is to organize the pixels in small groups and arrange the groups to form some global pattern. This strategy corresponds to a two step approach with a first-order pattern formed by grouping the pixels and a second-order pattern formed by the global arrangement. By taking the result of the second order structure as the basic building element for a third level structure, we may intro-duce a third order pattern. This process may be iterated up to an arbitrary level, forming a general recursive scheme. In the simplest case, the patterns for all recursion levels are identical. In many cases, however, the data has some inherent structure which should be reflected by the pattern of the visualization. Consider for example time series data, measuring some parameters several times a day over a period of several years. It would be natural to group all data items belonging to one day in the first level pattern, those belonging to one week in the second level pattern, those belonging to one month in the third level pattern, and so on. This, however, means that the technique must be defined in a generic fashion, allowing user-provided parameters for defining the structure of the patterns for the recursion levels. This requirement is reflected by the generic definition of the 'recursive pattern' technique.
Note that our technique does not necessarily require the data to have some natural ordering. In searching for dependencies between dimensions, one might sort the data according to one dimension and use the 'recursive pattern' visualization technique for examining the dependencies to the other dimensions. Consider, for example, a large database of personnel data. If one wants to find dependencies between the parameter sales (of a person) and other dimensions such as salary, age, and travel expenses, one might sort the data according to the sales parameter and visually examine the dependencies of the other dimensions. 
Description
The 'recursive pattern' visualization technique is based on a simlple back and forth arrangement: First, a certain number of elements is arranged from left to right, then below backwards from right to left, then again forward from left to right, and so on. The same basic arrangement is done on all recursion levels with the only difference that the basic elements which are arranged on level i are the patterns resulting from level(i-l)-arrangements. Let Wi be the number of elements arranged in the left-right direction on recursion level i and hi be the number of rows on recursion level i.
Then, the pattern on recursion level i consists of wi x hi level(i-1)-patterns, and the maximum number of pixel that can be presented on recursion level k is given by i wi x hi . ' with the width and height of all recursion levels being stored in a previously defined array. The recursion is terminated by recursion level 0, in which case the algorithm actually draws one pixel. For recursion levels i (i 2 l), the algorithm draws wi level(i-I)-patterns hi times alternately to the right and to the left. The maximum number of recursion levels, which is necessary to fill a screen of 1,024 x 1,024 pixels is 20, allowing 220 (-l,OOO,OOO) data values to be displayed. Note that in this case the complete screen is filled with the visualization of one data dimension. If all dimensions are to be displayed on the screen, the number of data items which can be displayed is correspondingly lower. For 9 dimensions, e.g., the number of data items that can be displayed is about 116,000 (=   1 1   y 2 ), which corresponds to a maximum of 17 recursion levels. (The maximum number of recursion levels is reached by alternating between (w, h) = (2, 1) and (w, h) = (1, 2) on successive recursion levels.)
Examples of Possible Arrangements
As described above, one major difference between the 'recursive pattern' technique and other visualization techniques is, that it is not based on a fixed algorithm for arranging the pixels, but on a generic algorithm allowing the user (and/or application) to control the arrangement of pixels. By specifying the height and width for each of the recursion levels, users may adapt the generated visualizations to their specific needs. This allows our 'recursive pattern' technique to be used for a wide range of tasks and applications.
The most simple data arrangement is the already mentioned line-by-line or column-by-column arrangement. An easy way to obtain an arrangement similar to the line-byline arrangement is to use [JGGXZsl for the height and width of recursion level one. This parameter setting results in a line-by-line back-and-forth arrangement as denoted in Figure 3a . To obtain the line-by-line orientation denoted in ). Although, in general, these arrangements do not provide the best visualizations, the user may still want to start with these kind of arrangements, especially if the user does not know the inherent structure of the data and just wants to get a first impression of the data. The resulting visualization may help the user to find some inherent structure of the data, leading to more appropriate parameter settings using more recursion levels. Even if some inherent structure of the data is known a-priori, it will often be useful to start with a simple and straightforward arrangement since it may reveal additional structure of the data.
In general, the visualizations get more expressive by using more than one recursion level. Even if the recursion levels do not correspond to the inherent structure of the data, the clustering of a certain amount of closely related data items into a lower-level pattern helps to make data characteristics visible. Even bigger is the advantage if there is a Figure 3~ ). For larger data sets, the user may repeat this procedure, either by enlarging the size of the second level pattern (e.g. (We h2) = (28, 54), which corresponds to four weeks per row) or by adding additional recursion levels denoting months, years, decades, and so on. The user may also use a completely recursive arrangement which may be achieved by using (wl, hi) = (cl, ~2) for all recursion levels.
The arrangement resulting from a fully recursive arrangement with (Wi, hi) = (3, 3) for i=1..3 is shown in Figure 4 .
The level(l)-patterns are shown by the small 'S'-like patterns, the ordering of level(2)-patterns is denoted by color (light to dark colors), and the ordering of level(3)-patterns is denoted by numbering the level(2)-patterns.
In experimenting with various parameter settings, we found that the back-and-forth movement of higher level patterns is sometimes a bit confusing. The reason is that in our western culture we are used to read left-to-right in a line-byline fashion. In scanning the visualization, our focus therefore moves left-to-right in a line-by-line fashion starting in the upper left comer. As reading is a frequent human activity, the perceptual system tries to 'read' the visualizations in the same way. The generality of the 'recursive pattern' technique allows the user to specify parameter settings which also support this natural fashion of 'reading' the visualization. Instead of the arrangement presented in Figure 3c , the user may use the parameter setting (WI, hl) = (3, 3), ( We, h2) = (3, I), (w3, h-J = (I, 7) to obtain the line-by-line arrangement on the second recursion level as denoted in Figure 3d . Note that the line-by-line left-to-right arrangement should only be used for higher recursion levels whereas on lower recursion levels the back-and-forth arrange- Figure 4 : Fully Recursive Arrangement ment is more appropriate to achieve a better clustering of closely related data values. If different arrangements such as top-down or bottom-up are more suitable for certain users (e.g., from a different culture) and/or applications, in most cases the arrangements can easily be generated by using appropriate parameters.
System Support for Finding Adequate Parameters
Since finding adequate parameters for the recursion levels is not always straightforward, the system supports the user in determining the parameters. The goal is to minimize the user's input in specifying the parameters and to maximize the screen utilization. In the first step, the system presents the number of data items as well as several standard parameter settings (e.g., line-by-line, column-by-column, fully recursive with given (Wi, hi) or fixed number of recursion levels, etc.) to the user. If the user does not choose one of the standard parameter settings, for each of the subsequent recursion levels i, the system determines the number of level(i-1)-patterns (#pUti-I) which are necessary to present all dataitems. This number is important since, in general, the final recursion level (Wi, hi) should be chosen such that wixhiZ#pati-12 (~~-1) xhi and wixhi2#pati~12wiX (h,-1).
Even if #pati-1 is provided by the system, the user still needs to find adequate factors (Wi,hi) whose multiplication is just larger than #pUti_l. The system supports this process by proposing parameters which allow a good screen utilization. After the user has specified the parameters for an arbitrq recursion level, the system checks the condition fi wi x hi 4 #data items i= 1 and as long as the condition is fulfilled, the user is asked for the parameters for an additional recursion level.
Using the 'Recursive Pattern' Technique for E:xploring Financial Data
In thins chapter, we provide example visualizations which are generated using the 'recursive pattern' technique. The considered databases are two stock exchange databases. The first database contains the prices of the IBM stock, Dow Jones index, and Gold as well as the exchange rate of the US-D8011ar, from Sep. '87 to Feb. '95 with nine data items referring to one day. The database consists of 64,800 data values (16,200 data entries per stock). The second database contains the stock prices of the FAZ index (Frankfurter Aktien Index) from Jan. '74 to Apr. '95 on a daily basis. The FAZ index contains 100 important stock prices which are traded at the Frankfurter stock exchange. The database consists of 532,900 data values'.
The traditional technique for visualizing financial data are X-Y diagrams which effectively show the ups and downs of stock prices. X-Y diagrams, however, only allow the visualization of about 500 data items (c.f. Figure 5) , which for our first database corresponds to a period of less than four Imonths. The only possibility for displaying larger data sets is to use sampling or aggregate (average, minimum, maximum) techniques, which implies not to represent every data item.
Using the 'recursive pattern' technique, the user may represent a much larger amount of data. Usually, it makes sense to start with quite simple representations to get a first general impression of the data. In case of the first database, the user may, for example, start with the straightforward line-by-line square arrangement using [ ,./%!%%I = 128 as height and width. There are many other possibilities for visualizing the database including the parameter settings (WI, hl) = (1,.27), (wZ, h2) = (634,l) for grouping three days (/7 data items) into the first level pattern and (WI, hl) = (3, 3), (w;!, h2) = (24, I), (wj, hj) = (I, 80) for grouping one day into the first level pattern and one month in the second level pattern.
More useful, however, are arrangements with a higher structure. One possibility for a highly structured arrangement of tlhe data is presented in Figure 6 . The corresponding parameters are (wl, hl) = (3, 3), (~2, h2) = (5, I), 1. It turned out to be quite difficult to obtain stock data with more than 500 to 1,000 data entries (usually on a daily basis). This is due to the fact that most data providers only store past data for presenting it using the common x-y diagrams. For longer periods, they usually store only the maximum, minimum, and average value per month since only this data can be visualized by traditional techniques. To recall, the data is sorted according to time which means that the pixels to the left represent the older stock prices and the pixels to the right the more recent ones. The coloring maps high data values to light colors and low data values to dark colors. The colormap used is based on a linear interpolation within the HSI color model using a constant saturation, an increasing value (intensity), and-a hue (color) ranging from yellow over green, blue, and red to almost black. The HSI color model [Kei 941 is a variation of the HSV model, which uses a circular cone instead of the hexcone of the HSV model. The reason for using the HSI over the HSV model is that linear interpolations within the HSI model can be used to generate color-maps with a monotonically decreasing brightness whereas linear interpolations within the HSI model usually do not have this property. At this point, it should be noted that the users may also use their own colormaps.
Note that many other highly structured arrangements are possible by using different parameter settings, e.g., (wit hi) = (3,3)fir all i to achieve a fully recursive arrangement; (~1, hl) = (I, 18), 04~2, hz) = (1% I), (9, h3) = (I, 7) to get a grouping of two days in a vertical line and horizontal bars which correspond to the years; etc. Furthermore, note that our visualization technique can also be used for data without a-priori sequential ordering.
Gur second example database, the FAZ index from Jan. '74 to Apr. '95, is presented in Figure 7 . The chosen parameter setting is (wb hl) = (2,22) (wz, hz) = (243, I), and the coloring maps high values to light colors and low values to dark colors. Since some of the stock prices do not exist for the whole time period, the remaining space is filled with the background color. It is obviously impossible to visualize all the 532,900 data values using conventional techniques.
In contrast, with the 'recursive pattern' technique we are able to visualize the whole database and reveal interesting properties of the data. Interesting are, for example, the similarities between different stock price developments. Using the visualization, it is easy to find stocks with similar stock price developments; for example, the stock price developments of the lth, 4th, 8th, lOth, and 15th stock in the fourth column (Stidzucker, Thyssen, Veba, Volkswagen, Bayr. Hypobauk) are similar, although the companies are working in completely different areas. Another example is the stock price development of the 3rd-and 2nd-last stock in the third column and the 4th-and Sth-last stock in the forth column (Binding-Brauerei, Siemens, Lufthansa, Allianz), all four having multiple peaks in '87, '90 and '93. Also interesting is that in more than 50% of all 'price boxes', there is a light green stripe at nearly the same position, especially the bottom boxes in the first and second columns and the top boxes of the third column. This means that those stocks had their peak price around the same time which was in spring '90. From the visualization, it becomes obvious that many of those stocks did not completely recover from the crash that followed. Further interesting are the stocks which do not follow the overall trend. An example is the 11th and 19th stock in the first column (Daimler-Benz, DYWJDAG) which did not have serious fluctuation over the last years and continuously remained on the same relatively high price level. Another example is the seventh and tenth stock in the second column (Harpen, MAN ST), which have their peak prices right at the beginning of the considered time interval (about20years ago).
We also compared our visualizations with other techniques for visualizing multidimensional data such as the 'parallel coordinates' technique [ID 901. We found that the parallel coordinates technique is quite useful to find dependencies between data dimensions and deduce similar information as in the case of the 'recursive pattern' visualizations. However, the number of dimensions that can be visualized simultaneously is limited and there are also many data characteristics which cannot be seen due to the overlay of lines in the parallel coordinates technique. In general, the parallel coordinate technique is only suitable for a limited amount of data with limited dimensionality or for a focussed search within a large data set, whereas the 'recursive pattern' technique is able to provide an overview of very large amounts of data and helps the users to direct their search.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the 'recursive pattern' visualization technique as an approach for visualizing large amounts of data which is more general than previous approaches. Using our technique, the user may generate visualizations of very large amounts of multidimensional data, which provide a good overview of the data. The number of data items which can be visualized is only limited by the number of pixels of the display. This means for our stock price database that a user may, for example, get an overview of more than 20 years of daily stock price data from one hundred companies. A further advantage of our technique is that it allows the user to control the arrangement of the data values, which is important not only for sorted data sets but also for data without inherent structure or natural ordering. Our generic recursive algorithm allows the generation of many different representations ,of the data, consisting of semantically meaningful substructures. Our first results show that our technique is very powerful for visualizing large amounts of data and generalizes a wide range of pixel-oriented arrangements. In our future work, we will investigate space-filling curves such as the z-ordering or Hilbert curve with respect to their suitability for visualizing large amounts of multidimensional data. We will also apply our technique in diffkrent applications to explore its strengths and weaknesses in order to further improve the technique.
